Charge carrier dynamics and interactions in electric force microscopy.
In electric force microscopy, a charged atomic force microscope tip in vacuum senses a fluctuating electrical force generated by the sample. Such measurements can in principle probe electrical noise generated by moving charge carriers in an organic semiconductor. We present a theory of cantilever frequency fluctuations in electric force microscopy, driven by coupled charge carrier dynamics and dielectric fluctuations. The connection between observable frequency fluctuations in electric force microscopy and the Casimir-Lifshitz force is described. This classical electrodynamic calculation is based on Maxwell's equations coupled to diffusive carrier transport. The effects of carrier transport and inter-carrier interactions on the spectrum of cantilever frequency noise are elucidated. We find that a simplified model of freely diffusing carriers can overestimate cantilever frequency noise by several orders of magnitude because of the neglect of interactions. Electric force microscopy measurements on an organic field effect transistor are reported and qualitatively interpreted in terms of the suppression of electrical noise from charge carriers by Coulomb interactions.